Return of Guest Observer Tapes

The magnetic tapes loaned to Guest Observers are NASA property. After you have finished using the tape, they must be returned to Goddard. To insure that all the tapes returned are removed from your account, follow this procedure.

1. Keep a list of tape inventory numbers and the date the tapes were returned to Goddard.

2. Clearly mark the package, inside and out 'EXPERIMENTER RETURN'.

3. If you are not located at Goddard Space Flight Center address and mail the package

   EXPERIMENTER RETURN
   ATTN: Glenn Dale 3
   Goddard Space Flight Center
   Greenbelt, MD 20771

4. If you are located on-site at Goddard Space Flight Center address the package

   EXPERIMENTER RETURN
   ATTN: Glenn Dale 3
   Goddard Space Flight Center
   Greenbelt, MD 20771

   and call Roger Puliot (344-6236) to arrange for pick-up of your magnetic tapes.